The dynamics of everyday life in the modern world demand of us all that we engage fully with our ideals and our potential. We must try and bring together imagination, passion and intelligence. People need to find spaces in which to develop their passions and intellect. Personal brand development can be a valuable force for satisfying personal and intimate needs and can impact positively on other people.
In addition, improving your understanding of the art of creativity you will also need to become a good designer. True value creation involves the strategic use of the powerful weapons of creativity and design. This will help your imagination to scrutinize the mystery (a problem you recognize but do not understand) in order to find the best proposal for its solution.
In this way, the personal brand must be almost reinvented as if it were the creation of a design studio. In the world of design there is very little time to waste. Work-flows change from one project to another and people have to organize their lives around these changes. All of this demands new ways of thinking. Most of us have been brought up according to the traditional way of thinking which emphasizes two types of logic: inductive (proving that something works) and deductive (proving that something must be). Designers blend these two methods to create new insights suggesting that things are and can be reached through exploration (abductive thinking). Rather than acting upon the real, one acts upon the probable. A brand such as Apple operates just like a design studio when it proclaims 'if everything had to be proven, we'd never have made stuff like the iPod' (1).
Up to now, we have always assumed that evolution and progress have been made possible through successive linear improvements (doing the same things a little better every time). However, the real challenge is to do different things a little better every time. We must try and be pioneers in leading a redesign of ways of thinking and behavior. We need to engage in rigorous, practical and relevant thinking about 'T'. We need to combine analytical thought (the vertical in 'T') with horizontal thought. We need intuitive, experimental and empathetic thought processes in order to achieve the transformation demanded by the future.
While it may not be possible to control the future through our decisions (luck always plays a part in any plan), it is also true that the key factors can be found in internal rather than external elements. Life galvanizes most people but the overall responsibility for your own destiny lies with you. The question is not what life does to you but what you can do to condition your life. Decision making is an act of creation. How is it that some personal brands overcome incredible obstacles while others do not? How can we maintain control over the world around us when we are vulnerable to the vagaries of what surrounds us? How can we escape the universal fear of failure?
Although it remains unproven, all the indications suggest that people can actually make mistakes (even major mistakes) and still survive. Strange as it may seem, permanent perfection is not a requisite. The aim is to allow new and elegant ideas come through which may then lead to a phase of great personal transformation.
ANTHROPOLOGY AND BRAND
As long as the world is constantly changing, people will also be in a process of constant development. It is important for the personal brand to operate according to world systems and anthropology can play a significant role in this process. Anthropology is a social science which studies the origins of mankind and social relationships and as such can be seen as a relevant discipline in the understanding of how brands operate in our world and in other diverse cultures.
The anthropological impact of personal brands may be examined in three differing contexts:
External systems
• , or forces of nature and society as they operate on us, on our actions and on our brand.
Internal systems
• , those deep-rooted human characteristics which lead to motivation, understanding and decision.
External constructs
• , or resulting actions of the personal brand, linking the brand to internal and external systems for exchange and increased social development purposes.
External systems
Evolution is the principal driving force of change. Mankind has prospered more than any other living creature although our accelerated development shows evidence of deep genetic anchors. We still
